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INTRODUCTION:
•
•
•
•

RESULTS:

Cortical regions have been found that are sensitive to object real-world size (Konkle &
WHOLE BRAIN RANDOM EFFECTS ANALYSIS:
Oliva, 2012), shape (Grill-Spector et al, 1999) and usage (Lewis, 2006).
Big Two Hands > Small One Hand
Are these cortical representations solely perceptual, or is there also a role of action?
For both of these group
We examine the property of object interaction, the manner and space in which parts of the
analyses, there is more
human body approach an object (e.g., finger-space, one-hand space, body-space, etc).
activity for the two-hand
In a preliminary study (11 subjects), we found significant correlations between increasing
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conditions (blue) than oneobject interaction space and brain activity in the PPA, TOS, and RSC. There was a negative
hand (red) in PHC and TOS,
correlation in OTS and no correlation in EBA and the hand area.
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Is this effect truly because of interaction, or just real-world size?

STIMULI:

•

If a region prefers size, it will look like:
Ex: Prefers Small

Ex: Prefers Big

Ground truth size (by diagonal) and weight (determined by shipping sizes and weights on online shopping sites)
Subjective size and weight on a Likert scale (Amazon Mechanical Turk study with 5 participants per image)
Color and luminance
Power spectra (indicating edges and textures in the image)
Retinal size (all images were made to fit tightly in a 350 x 350 pixel square)

IMAGING METHODOLOGY:
•
•
•
•

3T fMRI study: 32-channel head coil, 3-mm voxels, 33 slices, TR = 2
16 participants performed a 1-back task while viewing blocks of object images (600 ms
presentation each) against a white background
Individual Regions of Interest (ROIs) defined using independent face, scene, object, body,
hand, and big/small localizers (See References for ROI definition citations)
Participants were asked to think of how they interact with each object
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• 2-Way Repeated Measures ANOVAs looking at the factors of size and interaction
• Several regions show a significant effect of interaction (Scene-related regions)
• However, several regions also show a significant effect of size – PPA, TOS, and
Small-OTS
• LOC, EBA, and the hand area show no preference for neither size nor interaction

Ex: Prefers 2-Hands

• Stimuli (40 per condition) were matched on:
•
•
•
•
•
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If a region prefers interaction, it will look like:
Ex: Prefers 1-Hand

We decided
to look
specifically at
one-hand
and twohand objects
for this study.
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Predictions:
•

**
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CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS:
•
•
•
•

Increasing interaction with an object (two hands versus one hand) is linked with
increased cortical activity in several scene-selective regions, even when stimuli are
controlled for real-world size
Perhaps the greater interaction space represents a larger spatial layout around an object
Regions also appear sensitive to object size (such as the small-OTS)
Future studies will examine if there are similar patterns in activity when a visual
stimulus is held constant but the interaction changes (e.g., picking up a bottle versus
opening a bottle)
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